Wireless communication has become a standard solution to address ever-increasing demands for information transfer in our modern society. Conventional systems work in an active way in the sense that an active carrier signal is mandatorily required to transfer information from Alice to Bob. Especially in the era of 5G/6G and with the advent of the Internet of Things (IoT), an exponential growth of users and connectivity confronts conventional systems with important challenges including limited spectrum resources, information security, energy consumption and cost efficiency. Here, we introduce the fundamentally different concept of passive wireless communication (PWC) which has the potential to resolve the above-mentioned issues. PWC transfers digital information by modulating/demodulating already existing omnipresent ambient stray electromagnetic waves using a programmable metasurface. We provide a theoretical framework for encoding/decoding and modulating/demodulating in PWC and build a proof-of-principle prototype system leveraging existing commodity 2.4GHz Wi-Fi signals. We demonstrate information transfer from Alice to Bob with data rates on the order of hundreds of Kbps using distinguishable information-carrying control coding patterns of the metasurface, neither necessitating an active carrier signal and its associated radio-frequency chain nor affecting the background active wireless communication. The presented strategy is particularly appealing for "green" IoT connectivity. At the same time, the concept is applicable to all types of wave phenomena and provides a fundamentally new perspective on the design of future wireless communication architectures.
Introduction
. Principle of the proposed PWC. a, An illustrative scenario for the proposed PWC in a typical indoor environment. Here, a programmable metasurface partially decorating the wall transmits simultaneously three direction-dependent streams of digital information to three users (two people upstairs and a robot in the living room) by modulating the ambient stray electromagnetic waves. b, Block diagram for AWC. c, Block diagram for the proposed PWC. The Programmable MetaSurface (PMS) based encoder maps the digital bit "0" ("1") to the metasurface configuration " ( # ). LO: local oscillator generating the active carrier signal; PA: wideband power amplifier; Antenna-T: transmitting antenna; Antenna-R: receiving antenna; LNA: low-noise amplifier; A-demodulator: AWC demodulator; Antenna-S: slave antenna; Antenna-M: master antenna; P-demodulator: PWC demodulator. d, Constellation of the demodulated signals when the programmable metasurface is controlled by the distinguishable (left) and indistinguishable (right) coding patterns. This illustration considers binary phase shift keying modulation; other cases can be found in Supplementary Note 2.
PWC system configuration. For simplicity, we consider PWC with binary information quantization as an illustrative example; however, the reported methods and results can be readily extended to multi-level cases. Furthermore, we assume that the information to be conveyed has been processed using standard source coding and channel coding techniques.
As shown in Figure 1c , the proposed PWC system is composed of four major building blocks: programmable-metasurface-encoder, modulator, demodulator and detector.
Modulation/demodulation in PWC is made with respect to an unknown stray wireless signal, as opposed to the use of prior-known local active carrier in AWC. To address this difficulty, we explore the unique capability of the programmable metasurface to 'reallocate' the energy of stray wireless waves dynamically and arbitrarily towards desired spots. Using a programmable metasurface, the wireless deposition of energy at desired locations can be enhanced significantly without extra energy consumption 33 . By modulating the stray wireless signal on Alice's side, energy can be 'reallocated' on Bob's side for demodulation provided Bob sits within the corresponding focal spot. Thereby, information can be "sneakily" transferred from Alice to Bob with very high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and this PWC has nearly no effect on the background AWC.
On Alice's side, information encoding and signal modulation are realized by the metasurface. To that end, two "distinguishable" digital metasurface coding patterns " and # are designed offline by solving a constrained optimization problem (see
Supplementary Notes 3-4).
For m-level information quantization and k independent channels (or k single-channel users), at least 2 %& control coding patterns are needed.
"Distinguishable" here refers to the ability to distinguish the two coding patterns based on the stray wireless signals acquired and decoded or classified on Bob's side. For instance, the two control coding patterns " and # can be optimized such that the corresponding acquired wireless signals on Bob's side, after background removal or median filtering, have a phase difference of 180°. During operation, the sequence of digital information to be conveyed is sequentially mapped to that of the "distinguishable" coding patterns. For instance, the digital information "0" ("1") is mapped to " ( # ), and thereby directly encoded into the programmable metasurface's physical layer in a time-sequential manner using a field programmable gate array (FPGA). Alice's bit stream can be retrieved by analyzing the sequence of the coherence coefficients on Bob's side, in the above-mentioned example with a standard binary phase shift keying (BPSK) decoder -see details in Supplementary Note 1.
Retrieving the digital information from the acquired seemingly random wireless signals on Bob's side is nontrivial, since the carrier signal, i.e., the ambient stray wireless signal, is typically unknown to Alice and Bob. To address this difficulty, we deploy (at least) two coherent receivers on Bob's side to acquire the ambient stray wireless signals.
The stray ambient wireless signals are only focused on one "master" receiver which is hence "visible" to the metasurface; in contrast, a second "slave" receiver is "invisible" to the metasurface and does not capture Alice's information. The unknown modulation signal can automatically be calibrated out using multiple coherent receivers, as detailed in the next section. The focusing of the stray wireless signal on the master receiver is modulated to transfer Alice's information, yielding a high SNR demodulated signal thanks to the strong focusing ability. At the same time, the proposed PWC scheme is expected to virtually not affect the background AWC.
PWC operational principle. For simplicity, let us assume that an unknown wireless source emits a seemingly random signal ( ) , and the sequence of binary digital information to be transferred from Alice to Bob is denoted by ( ). Since the timedependent changes in ( ) are remarkably slower than those in ( ), we refer to the time in ( ) as the slow time; and the time in ( ) as the fast time. In analogy with AWC, ( ) and ( ) can be correspondingly regarded as the passive carrier and the modulation signal for PWC, respectively. We need to convert the sequence of binary information ( ) into that of the distinguishable information-carrying control coding patterns of the programmable metasurface ( ). At any given slow time " , ( " ) = " if ( " ) = 0 and ( " ) = # if ( " ) = 1. The stray wireless signal % acquired by the master receiver at % is the superposition of the direct arrival of the stray wireless signal and its reflection off the information-carrying metasurface, namely, % ( , % , ) = ( ) 7→%9 ( % , ) + ( ) 7→%;<=→%9 ( % , ; ( )).
(1)
Here, 7→%;<=→%9 ( % , ; ( )) represent the response of the channel from the unknown wireless source to the master receiver via the ( )-controlled programmable metasurface, and ( ) is the frequency-domain representation of ( ). In contrast, the slave receiver at 7 only acquires the direct arrival of stray wireless signal since it is "invisible" to the metasurface, i.e., 7 ( , 7 , ) = ( ) 7→79 ( 7 , ),
where 7→%9 (resp. 7→79 ) characterizes the response of the wireless channel from the unknown source to the master (resp. slave) receiver. Then, the normalized coherence coefficient of the two acquired wireless signals reads (see Supplementary Note 1):
where
. At this stage, three conclusions can be drawn from equation (3). First, 7→%;<=→%9 as a function of ( ) carries the digital information to be conveyed by Alice, and meanwhile it is almost independent of the unknown wireless signal. Thus, we can interpret 7→%;<=→%9 as the demodulated PWC signal. Hence, equation (3) describes the PWC demodulation and equation (1) approximately the wavefield component radiated from the metasurface. In order to make 7→%;<=→%9 (•; " ) and 7→%;<=→%9 (•; # ) distinguishable in a robust way, the intensity of the signal component reflected from the metasurface needs to be comparable to that of the direct arrival from the unknown wireless source. This physical constraint can be readily realized by controlling the coding pattern of the programmable metasurface such that the energy of the stray wireless signal carrying the Alice's information is well focused and enhanced around the master receiver. In this way, | G 7→%;<=→%9 | can be sufficiently bigger than a decision threshold, as shown in Figure 2d , which enables robust information retrieval. More details, for instance, for the case of distributed non-cooperative wireless sources, can be found in Supplementary Notes 1-3.
Before closing this section, we briefly comment on the privacy of the presented PWC scheme. Since Alice's information is encoded in the modulation of the focusing on the master receiver, the information cannot be retrieved at remote locations outside the focal spot (see also Methods). Moreover, an eavesdropper at a remote location may be deliberately deceived by Alice since the metasurface is capable of generating a number of controllable radiation beams each carrying independent streams of information. For instance, Alice can send deceitful information to an eavesdropper in an undesirable direction which may sharply differ from the information received by Bob. PWC will thus enable novel routes to very-high-privacy wireless communication. can be treated as the radiation beam from the metasurface. The objective function is minimized such that the information-carrying beam
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( O )| (i=0 or 1) is consistent with the desired radiation beam |`; 7 |, when the metasurface is controlled by the pattern O . The desired beam |`; 7 | is "visible" to (focused on) the master receiver, while being "invisible" to (not focused on) the slave receiver. In addition, the inequality constraint in equation (4) explicitly imposes the property that the adopted information-carrying coding patterns of " and # are distinguishable. This constraint comes from the famous Neyman-Pearson decision rule, 36, 37 where denotes a decision threshold, and a nonlinear function is introduced to extract the features of the input argument. More details about equation (4) for specific modulation schemes are provided in Supplementary Note 4.
Experimental validation of ASK in PWC.
For a first proof-of-concept experiment in our indoor laboratory environment, we consider PWC with binary amplitude-shift keying (BASK) (de)modulation by leveraging stray Wi-Fi signals. Unlike AWC-BASK, PWC-BASK means that the demodulated signal's amplitude, i.e., | G 7→%;<=→%9 |, has two digital states, "0" and "1", corresponding to the relatively high (i.e., k G 7→%;<=→%9 k > ) and low energy levels (k G 7→%;<=→%9 k ≤ ), respectively, where denotes a decision threshold.
To demonstrate the capability of the proposed PWC scheme to transfer direction-dependent digital information, we consider a three-channel PWC with 3 access users (Bob-R, Bob-G, Bob-B), as shown in Figure 2a .
In an offline calibration step, we identify 2 n coding patterns of the programmable metasurface by solving the optimization problem in equation (4) . As detailed in Supplementary Note 3, we approximate the propagation medium as free space. Given the line-of-sight between metasurface and master receivers, this approximation yields good results, as evidenced by the field scans presented in Supplementary Note 3 which are in good agreement with the simulated spatial distributions of | G 7→%;<=→%9 | at a distance of z=3m away from the metasurface (shown in Figure 2c) . In future work, refining the propagation model, e.g. with a learned forward model 25 , may further improve the performance of PWC. During operation, we establish the programmable-metasurfaceencoding scheme by mapping the three-channel binary information stream to control coding patterns of the metasurface, as reported in Figure 2b .
Based on this PWC information encoding scheme, we transmit a full-color image to Bob by simultaneously sending three monochrome images to Bob-R, Bob-G and Bob-B.
In our experiments, we connect four commercial electrically-small antennas (one slave antenna and three master antennas) to the input ports of an oscilloscope (Agilent MSO9404A) to acquire the stray Wi-Fi signals modulated by the digital information encoded into the metasurface. The obtained results are reported in Figure 2d .
We also investigate the effect of the Wi-Fi router's distance from the metasurface on PWC. Experimental results for three additional distances (1.2m, 4m, and 5m) are reported in Supplementary Note 6. The PWC quality decreases as the router's distance increases, since the intensity of the Wi-Fi signals modulated by the metasurface, i.e., | G 7→%;<=→%9 |, decreases correspondingly. Specifically, upon increasing the distance from 1.2m to 5m in our experiment results in an increase of the bit error rate (BER) by 7% on average, as detailed in Supplementary Note 6. Of course, a more specialized en(de)coder can be expected to improve the communication quality. To summarize, the above-reported results evidence the ease of implementing PWC-BASK by manipulating ambient commodity Wi-Fi signals with a carefully configured programmable metasurface. router located at an arbitrary location emits radio waves which are captured by a standard AWC Wi-Fi user ("listener"). Alice transmits her three direction-dependent streams of information to three independent users, i.e., Bob-R (-0.86m, 0m, 3m), Bob-G (0.81m, 0.648m, 3m), and Bob-B (0.81m, -0.648m and 3m), by encoding the information into the programmable metasurface, and using it to modulate the stray Wi-Fi waves. The three independent users are located at a distance z=3m away from the metasurface. b, Optimized control coding patterns for the three-channel PWC-BASK. c,Simulated distributions of | 7→%;<=→%9 |, corresponding to the eight coding patterns plotted in b, for 2.424 GHz at the distance of z=3m from the metasurace. The intensity of stray Wi-Fi signals is well-controlled for the purpose of passive amplitude modulation. d,Individual images retrieved by Bob-R, Bob-G, and Bob-B. In addition, the full-color image transmitted by Alice, and the one synthetized using Bob's results are shown.
Experimental validation of PSK in PWC.
As second proof-of-concept experiment, we consider PWC with phase shift keying (PSK) (de)modulation. Unlike PSK in AWC, binary PSK here means that the calibrated coherence coefficient G 7→%;<=→%9 has two opposite phase states, i.e., 0 and . Similar to above (Figure 2a) , we consider threechannel PWC. We obtain offline 8 coding patterns for controlling the metasurface by solving the constrained optimization problem in equation (4) using the algorithm provided in Supplementary Note 4. Then, we build a three-channel PWC-BPSK modulation scheme, and report the obtained results in Figure 3a . Amplitude and phase distributions of In order to give a more realistic demonstration, we consider the transmission of a colorscale video to Bob-R, and provide experimental results in Supplementary Video 1. In this experiment, a software-defined radio (Ettus USRP X310) with two commercial electronically-small antennas is utilized to acquire the stray Wi-Fi signals modulated by PWC-BPSK. Now, we can clearly see that the information sequence encoded into the metasurface can be smoothly and "sneakily" transferred from Alice to Bob with a data rate of 500Kbps -without affecting the background active Wi-Fi communication. Selected information on the fabricated demo system is provided in Figures 3d and 3e . More details about the demo can found in Supplementary Note 8. 
Conclusion
In summary, we introduced the concept of PWC, we provided a theoretical framework for encoding/decoding and modulation/demodulation, and we built several proof-of-principle prototype systems tailored to the use of ambient commodity 2.4GHz Wi-Fi signals. In contrast to conventional AWC which relies on an actively generated carrier, the proposed PWC is based on the modulation of already existing stray ambient electromagnetic signals with a programmable metasurface whose configurations encode digital information directly on the physical level. Our results demonstrate PWC with data rates on the order of hundreds of Kbps without requiring an active radiofrequency chain, energy and spectral resources to generate a carrier signal. Therefore, the reported PWC strategy has the potential to fundamentally resolve pressing issues in conventional AWC (energy consumption, spectrum allotment, hardware cost, information security), notably in the context of green IoT connectivity. We believe that our PWC strategy provides a fundamentally new view on wireless communication that can impact a wide range of future communication systems at radiofrequencies and beyond. Figures 2b-c 
Materials and Methods
where ( v , ) denotes the reflection coefficient of the meta-atom at v when the metasurface is controlled with the coding pattern , ( v , , ) is the Green' s function imposed by the surrounding medium, % is the location of the master receiver, and N is the total number of meta-atoms. 7→%;<=→%9 ( % , , ) approximately equals the signal radiated from the programmable metasurface with coding pattern . 7→%;<=→%9 can be designed to have a finite number of well-distinguishable digital states by optimizing the coding patterns of the metasurface. These distinguishable digital states can be recognized by using a classifier or decoder. Moreover, equation (5) implies that 7→%;<=→%9 can be designed to be radiation-direction-dependent, such that the information retrieved by different users can be independently controlled. In the far-field approximation, the smallest achievable size of the focal spot around the master receiver is on the order of ( / ), where denotes the operational wavelength, is the communication distance, and is the size of the metasurface aperture. Focusing on the master receiver(s) is crucial to ensures a high SNR of the demodulated signal by harvesting the energy of stray Wi-Fi waves for PWC. We have performed an additional analysis of channel strength and transmission efficiency which is detailed in Supplementary Note 6.
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